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Abstract

ical emotional model. Our study estimates the degree of
one emotion according to a continuous emotional scale.
Anger is our objective emotion for this study.

This report focuses on an automatic estimation of speakers’ anger emotion degree. Two kinds of pseudo-dialogs
were held to collect spontaneous anger utterances during
the natural Japanese dialog. In order to quantify the anger
degree of utterances, a six-scale subjective evaluation was
conducted to grade every utterance according to an anger
emotion degree by twelve evaluators. With this data set,
acoustic features of each utterance were examined to clarify what is the clue to estimate degree of anger utterances.
To examine the possibility of automatic emotion estimation, we conducted experiment to estimate the degree of
anger emotion automatically by multiple regression analysis using the acoustic parameters.
Index Terms: emotional speech, natural dialog, acoustic
features

2. Speech data
This section introduces recorded speech data for an analysis and measurement method of speakers’ degree of
anger.
2.1. Recording
Human-computer and human-human pseudo-dialogs
were recorded to collect anger utterances during a natural Japanese dialog. The two kinds of pseudo-dialogs
simulated those of a telephonic reservation system and a
customer-support contact center, respectively.

1. Introduction

Speakers were 10 university students: 5 males and 5
females. Each speaker assumed the role of a user; one
of the authors took the role of an operator. The speaker
and the operator held several non-face-to-face dialogs. In
those two kinds of dialogs, only minimal information on
the pseudo-dialogs was given to the speakers to record
spontaneous utterances following the operator’s action.

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are greatly
demanded for customer-service systems. With advanced
interactive voice response systems, human beings have
more opportunities to have dialogs with computers. Current dialog systems process linguistic information, but do
not process paralinguistic information. For that reason,
computers can obtain less information from a speaker
through a dialog than human listeners can. More appropriate reactions can be taken toward users if the computer
will recognize the user’s emotion conveyed by acoustic
information. We aimed at automatic anger emotion estimation during natural Japanese dialog by its acoustic
features manifesting anger utterance.
Several previous works have been done in the area
of analyzing emotional speech such as [1], [2], [3], [4],
and [5]. Our study differs from previous works in several ways. First, many previous studies have examined
emotions of actors who had been instructed to read sentences which conveyed some particular emotions mainly
for emotional speech synthesis. For emotion recognition,
we specifically study spontaneous anger utterances that
naturally occur during a dialog. Second, previous works
have been aimed at a classification of utterances into
several emotions categorized according to a psycholog-

We adopted two means to induce speaker’s anger
emotion. To induce speaker’s anger emotion, the operator feigned recognition failure or pretended to have some
error and forced the speaker to make the same answer
several times in the human-computer pseudo-dialog. In
the human-human pseudo-dialog, the operator objected
to the speaker’s claim to induce the speaker’s anger emotion, when the speaker made a complaint. Figure 1 shows
two samples extracted from the recorded dialogs.
The number of recorded utterances was different for
each speaker because of each speaker’s characteristics.
To reflect a proportion of the number of speaker’s utterances, 1400 utterances were selected at random to use for
statistical analyses. Those utterances were composed of
662 male utterances and 738 female utterances, from 6 (3
males and 3 females) of the 10 speakers.
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Table 1: Utterances with the highest and lowest scores.
score
highest

utterance
daitai kikaidatte wakaranaijanaidesuka
shocchu sohiuno okoruNde
(You can not say that the system is always secure because it often behaves like that.)

shisutemuni
nanorette
nanoranakattaNdesuyo
lowest

ittemo

(The system did not respond when I asked it its name.)
naNtoka (Please!)

a, juhgojikara juhshichijide onegaishimasu (from 15:00 to 17:00, please)

Table 2: Acoustic parameters.
index
F0mean
F0min
F0max
F0stdv
Pstdv
Pmax
Pmag
Dur
Rate
C1mean
C1stdv

Figure 1: A part of recorded dialogs (o, the operator’s
utterance; u, the user’s utterance).

description
gender-normalized F0 mean
gender-normalized F0 min
gender-normalized F0 max
standard deviation of F0 (in log scale)
standard deviation of short-term power
short-term power max
magnitude of short-term power changes
average mora number within a breath group
speaking rate (mora/s)
average of the first cepstral coefficient
standard deviation of the first cepstral coefficient

Figure 2: Answer sheet for subjective evaluation.
all adopted parameters and their descriptions. Every parameter has the representative value of a whole utterance
such as a mean or a standard deviation.

2.2. Measuring degree of expressed anger
To quantify the anger degree of each utterance, a six-scale
subjective evaluation was conducted. Evaluators were 12
university students: 9 males and 3 females. The evaluators listened to each utterance through headphones to
grade each of the 1400 utterances according to a scale
from 0 (not anger) to 5 (strong). To clarify what acoustic
features were helpful for the evaluators to grade isolated
utterances according to the anger degree, each utterance
was presented once in random order to the evaluators.
Figure 2 shows the answer sheet for subjective evaluation.
As a result of the subjective evaluation, a mean of
overall 12 evaluated values except outliers was calculated
in every utterance as a score representing its anger degree. Table 1 shows utterances with the highest and lowest scores.

3.1. Pitch parameters
As pitch parameters, F0mean, F0min, F0max, and F0stdv
were prepared. For all pitch parameters, fundamental frequency (F0) of each utterance was automatically extracted
by STRAIGHT [7]. We prepared the gender-normalized
parameters (F0mean, F0 min, F0max) to avoid the influence of a gender difference on an estimation. The gendernormalized parameters were calculated as an F0 value for
each utterance was simply subtracted from the average
value of each gender datum.
3.2. Power parameters
As power parameters, Pstdv, Pmax and Pmag were prepared. Short-term power was calculated in a 20-ms window length at 5-ms intervals for those features. One
parameter, Pmag, was a summation of RMS values of
slopes of regression lines over 11 frames at every frame.
It quantified the magnitude of changes of short-term
power within a whole utterance.

3. Acoustic parameters
We prepared 11 acoustic parameters characterizing
acoustic features for each utterance with reference to previous works [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. Table 2 shows
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Table 3: Selected Parameters in selected order.
step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

parameter
Dur
C1mean
Rate
Pmag
Pmax
C1stdv
F0stdv
F0min

SPRC
0.4933
0.1888
0.1795
-0.1705
0.1214
-0.0990
0.0878
0.0380

Figure 3: Dur vs. anger degree

Figure 4: Pmax vs. anger degree

Figure 5: Selected parameters in descending order.

3.3. Duration and speaking rate parameters

higher score of subjective evaluation (the stronger anger
degree), the parameter of its utterance shows the higher
values. The tendency showed in Fig. 3 suggests that
the parameter has individual estimation capability for the
anger degree because it seems to correlate with the score
of subjective evaluation.
On the other hand, as for Pmax in Fig. 4, a parameter like Pmax did not correlate with the score of subjective evaluation; it seems that it is difficult to estimate
the anger degree individually. However, the parameter
values fell within a limited range in the higher score of
subjective evaluation, which suggests that all parameters,
which show the same tendency as Pmax, have particular
characteristics in the anger utterances.

As duration and speaking rate parameters, Dur and Rate
were prepared. Dur was the average morae number
within a breath group. Rate was the average speaking
rate (mora/s) within a whole utterance.
3.4. Voice-quality parameters
As voice-quality parameters, C1mean and C1stdv were
prepared. For those parameters, the first cepstral coefficient was adopted because it reflects an overall spectral
tilt. The first cepstral coefficient was calculated only for
voiced frames using FFT cepstrum method.
As a result of those parameter calculations, some utterances were removed from the dataset on account of
missing values of some parameters. Consequently, a
dataset with 1391 utterances was used for the following
analysis and estimation experiment.

4. Estimation experiment
The 1391 utterances were divided into a training set and
a test set at random in the proportion of 2 to 1. Using this training set, an estimation experiment was conducted to estimate the anger degree of each utterance
using multiple linear regression analysis based on leastsquare method. Forward selection was applied for the
estimation experiment to clarify which parameters contribute to the estimation.
Standard errors of estimated values to scores of subjective evaluation for all utterances were calculated for an
assessment of the result of the experiment.

3.5. Distribution of parameters against scores of subjective evaluation
We examined individual tendencies of each parameter
against the anger degree. Two tendencies are apparent in
the distribution of acoustic parameters. Figures 3 and 4
show two examples of distributions between the parameters and the anger degree graded by subjective evaluation.
As for Dur in Fig. 3, when the utterance marked the
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5. Result and discussion

to an anger emotion degree by 12 evaluators. Using the
dataset, acoustic features of each utterance were examined to clarify clues to detect anger utterances. Then,
we conducted experiment to estimate the degree of anger
automatically using multiple regression analysis with the
acoustic parameters.
Results of the experiment demonstrate that the features of anger utterance are “longer duration and faster”,
“negative slope of overall spectral tilt” and “louder and
smaller magnitude of power changes”. However, the
pitch parameters, which showed a relationship with anger
utterances in the previous work, did not contribute to the
estimation in our experiment.
For further research, we will examine parameters that
are related to the time sequence of a dialog, such as a
speaker’s response time.

As a result of the experiment, the standard error was 0.78
for the training set, and 0.81 for the test set.
Table 3 and Fig. 5 show the selected parameters as
a result of the experiment. In Table 3, the parameters
are shown in selected order with its standard partial regression coefficient (SPRC). In Fig. 5, the parameters are
shown in descending order of SPRC. The absolute values
of SPRC show how much the selected parameters contribute to the anger degree estimation. An utterance with
a high parameter value is estimated as a strong anger utterance when the value of SPRC of each parameter is positive. The utterance with a high parameter value is estimated as a weak anger utterance when it is negative.
As a result of the multiple regression analysis with
forward selection, Dur, C1mean, Rate, Pmag, and Pmax
were selected in the earlier steps. Those parameters get
high absolute SPRC: greater than 0.1. Especially, Dur
was more than 0.49. From these points, the features of
anger utterance are as described below:
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• longer duration and faster
• negative slope of overall spectral tilt
• louder and smaller magnitude of power changes
On the other hand, the pitch parameters were selected
in the latter steps and those absolute SPRC were lower,
which suggests that the pitch parameters contribute less
for our estimation experiment. This result contradicts
those of previous works, in which many researchers asserted a relationship between the pitch features and anger
utterance.
The result of this experiment suggests that power features, the duration or speech rate features, and voice quality features might be more appropriate than pitch features
for emotional degree estimation, particularly for assessing anger. Alternatively, the result might merely reflect
the different qualities of emotional speech. Many previous works have specifically examined expressive emotions portrayed by professional actors. However, our
speech data include emotions that occurred naturally during the dialog. To clarify whether this opposite result
might have been caused by the different quality of emotional speech or might reflect the true nature of anger utterance during the natural dialog, it will be necessary to
examine another pitch parameter that was not used in this
report.

6. Conclusions
We examined an automatic estimation method to assess
speakers’ degree of anger during a natural Japanese dialog. Two kinds of pseudo-dialog were held to record
spontaneous anger utterances. In order to quantify the
anger degree of utterances, a six-scale subjective evaluation was conducted to grade every utterance according
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